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Increased Security
For Students

by Carol Damon
A number of new security devices
are being installed throughout the
campus. "We have to stop things
from happening. It doesn't do any
good to react after the fact." Com
mented Don Johnson, Director of
Security.
Two closed circuit cameras will be
operational around mid-November.
They will be placed overlooking the
west Camino and the Nursing
School parking lots. The cameras
are equipped with panning and
zooming controls which will provide
the utmost in surveillance. Honey
well was chosen out of fifteen com
panies to perform the work. "We
weren't looking for the cheapest bid,
but the most dependable company
with the best equipment," said Don
Johnson. Closed circuit television
was chosen over the addition of
manpower, because "bodies can't be
everywhere at once and they cost
more." The cameras will project
what they 'see' onto television
screens which will be located in the
Founders Portry. This allows an of
ficer to watch a vast area where
anything abnormal becomes blatant
ly obvious.
_ The implementation of cameras in
other areas of the campus is under
serious consideration, but the ex
pense is a matter of concern also.
The two cameras on the main cam
pus will cost between $13,000 and
$15,000; this includes the cameras,
the television screens and the control
panel. The routine way of connect
ing the devices is through the use of
cable. One area which is being con
sidered is the parking lot by the field
house. If a camera is placed at the
field house, the use of cables would
be impossible. Microdish's would be
placed on top of the field house and
Founders. The cost of this camera
would be nearly $10,000.
Intrusion alarms, which consist of
infrared rays beaming throughout
the area, have been installed in the
Media Center, Bookstore/Post Of
fice and the Student Union. The first
two floors of DeSales will also be
equipped with alarms. Engraving of
USD property has been done; if
anything is stolen, a nation-wide
pool is alerted. Anchor pads are be-

ing placed under all of the typewri
ters. This makes is almost impossible
for thievery. A 'magic box' which is
capable of handling up to 50,000
different signals would be a welcome
addition, but the $7,000 price tag is
rather steep. Each signal would cor
respond with a certain object if the
object was moved, the signals would
alert Security.
The new equipment isn't the only
new aspect of USD. The students
seem to be taking a genuine interest
in our community. This has been the
best year so far in the way of crime
related events. Students have been
reporting unusual occurrances, in
stead of ignoring them. Since USD is
located in the high crime district of
Linda Vista, the need for prevention
is imminent.
People from outside the USD
community have easy access to the
campus, since there are no restric
tions for entrance. Several long
range plans may include the imple
mentation of security stations at the
main entrances and the use of land
scaping as natural fencing, instead of
unsightly walls. Admittance to build
ings after hours could be prearrang
ed by programming a computer to
release the locking mechanisms.
"For example, if you wanted to get
into Serra Hall after hours, the com
puter would be programmed to let
you in. If you didn't check in at the
appropriate time we would know
something was wrong " said
Johnson.
An escort service which was at
tempted a few years ago, is again be
ing considered. The service would
also include a mini-bus. The univer
sity vans remain idle at night, so this
would enable the university to gain
full use of their property A schedule
would be devised where the vans
would run every half hour on week
days an hour after the last class. Bus
stops would be constructed with the
schedule prominently displayed, so
the students would know the times.
The escort service would employ fi
nancial aid and work study students.
This service would run on the bus
schedule as well as on weekends
and holidays in a limited capacity.
Many schools in the area operate an
escort service, but the San Diego
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by Emily Schell

runs during the game. Freshman
fullback Rick Butler was praised as
well for his efforts against the
Cougars.
Quarterbacks Steve Loomis and
Eric Sweet guided the Torero of
fense with consistency. Loomis
came off the bench in the second
quarter to set fire to USD's 17 point
outburst before the half.
The wide receivers, another of the
Toreros' strengths, again featured
Mike Rish. Ron Guzman, Bill Vino
vich, and Randy Reppenhagen
making key receptions, with Rish
and Vinovich hauling in touchdown
strikes from Loomis.
Defensively, heroes were many in
the blue and white as USD fired up
and forced seven turnovers on three
interceptions and four fumble recov
eries. "The hitting was fierce and
you could see the determination in
our defensive players when they
came off the field after each series.
They re a proud unit and they really
performed well," commented Wil
liams. Performed indeed, as AzusaPacific did not register their initial

Dead Week
Scheduled
by Gina Arcaro

Director of Security, Don Johnson. (Photo by Mark Ryland.)

State system offers the most produc
tive suggestions. A decision should
be forthcoming as to whether the
service would be feasible at USD.
Security has improved in the last
few years and Johnson attributes this
to the work of Mr. Zeterberg of Phy
sical Plant. He has been instrumental
in the changes that have evolved

within the security system. Results of
his efforts include a larger staff and
higher salaries, which has eliminated
the large turnover in officers.
Johnson feels that security has
moved into the modern era in the
last five years that he has been at
USD and they can only improve on
an already commendable system.

Toreros Kick 7th Straight In 27-6 Triumph
Displaying a balanced offense,
"wild-eyes" defense and excellent
special teams, USD's undefeated
football team routed nationally rank
ed NAIA Division II power AzusaPacific. "The Pit" claimed another
victim as the Toreros knocked the
Cougars out of a possible NAIA
play-off bid while recording, their
seventh straight victory this season.
The final score read 27-6.
USD's offensive line won the "bat
tle of the trenches" as the Toreros
chalked up 369 yards offense
against the Cougars. "Our offensive
line's concentration and intensity
level was excellent." remarked Head
Coach Bill Williams, "And that was
one of the real keys to our team's
success Saturday night."
Runningback Jerome McAlpin
played well in his first start at USD.
His halfback pass to wide receiver
Bill Vinovich in the fourth quarter
adds another dimension to the
Toreros' potent offense. Freshman
runningback Bill Fackler. shaking off
a bad cold, also made several key
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first down until just before halftime.
Defensive lineman Bruce Ognibene
had another outstanding effort, join
ed by defensive tackier Fitzhugh
Dinkings, John Babinchak, Dave
Westham, and Chris Graham.
In the secondary, free safety Dan
Herbert picked off his seventh in
terception of the season. Herbert is a
NCAA small college All-American
Nominee, due to his outstanding
talents on the field. Defensive back
Emmit Dodd picked off his third pass
of the season and corner back Cedric Roberson chalked up his fourth
theft of the season. Dodd's 40 yard
return set up one Torero score as
both Roberson's and Herbert's in
terceptions stopped scoring threats
by the Cougar offense.
USD's special teams were another
important contributing factor in the
triumph over Azusa-Pacific.
Freshman field goal kicker Bobby
Lozzi kicked two field goals and
three extra points to outscore the
Cougar offense himself. Lozzi has
now completed 12 field goals to top
lead the NCAA Division III statistics.

Wide receiver Ron Guzman bang
ed the Cougars for a 57 yard punt
return to set up yet another score.
USD's spread punt return team did
not allow a single yard in return for
the fourth consecutive game. To top
things off, the kick-off coverage unit
forced an Azusa-Pacific fumble to set
up a score.
USD is now 7-0-0 into the season
and will host the University of San
Francisco in a 7:30 p.m. contest in
' The Pit" this Saturday night. The
"Grey Fog" features an explosive
option offense and a rugged de
fense. This will be the first meeting
between the two schools.
FROM THE SIDE LINES . . .
Free safety Dan Herbert has been
nominated for the NCAA District 8
All-Academic Football Team, and
has been previously nominated for
the Sports Information Director's
NCAA Division III All-American
Team and the NCAA Post-Graduate
Academic Scholarship . . . Senior
runningback Joe Henry needs only
72 yards rushing to become USD's
all-time career rushing leader . . .

Pressure, the prevalent feeling
that presides over most of the stu
dent body, becomes quite acute the
week before finals, in order to
alleviate some stress, the ASB
Senate proposed a resolution that
would implement a Dead Day and
Dead Week concept for the 81-82
academic year.
The original idea, conceived by
Senior Senator Rick Howard, had
been thrown around by the adminis
tration with no conclusive results.
The Student Senate then met with
Sr. Furay at which time a primary
format for the proposal was agreed
upon and officially submittedThe resolution call for two points
immediatedly effective for the 81-82
year. These points were, first, "Dur
ing the last week of classes of the_
1981 Fall Semester, although class
es will be held, no quizzes or exams
will be scheduled or given by any
faculty member." And second "a
change in the final exam calendar:
that the semester final exam period
will be rescheduled to begin Thurs
day evening, May 13, 1982, instead
of Thursday day. This will allow
Thursday day to be officially de
clared "Dead Day" with no classes
scheduled. Any finals scheduled
during this day period will be re
scheduled on Saturday, May 15,
1982."
in late Septemuer, Sr. Furay in
formed Guilin that after consultaiton
with the faculty members of the var
ious schools, that the Dead Week
concept for both Fall and Spring se
mesters was approved with a limita
tion for the Fall. This is because the
faculty did not know of Dead Week
in advance, hence, syllabi are al
ready prepared, and changes may
not be possible without an unfavor
able impact on the course. Sr. Furay
stated, "The faculty has responded
favorably to what the students re
quested, and they should not be
subjected to adverse reactions from
students because they found it nec
essary to take advantage of the limi
tation during this Fall's semester.
As for the second point, the Dead
Day planned for Spring was denied
because of divided faculty opinion'
on changing an already-published
exam schedule.
In light of these results, the Stu
dent Senate decided to propose a
change for the 82-83 and 83-84
academic years before any examina
tion or academic schedules were
planned.
With the support of Sr. Furay, the
Calendar Committee was reconven
ed to discuss the Dead Day and
Dead Week concept for the future
years. Guilin and Howard presented
a proposal requesting that the Dead
Week concept be permanently im
plemented and the actual Dead Days
be established for Fall and Spring
semesters.
The Dead Week concept was
unanimously accepted by the com
mittee and included into future
academic calendars.
As for the Dead Day, it was
agreed upon for Spring semester
because there was a obvious need
being that there was no break be
tween the end of classes and the
beginning of finals. Conversly, Dead
Day for Fall semesters was denied
being there was a natural weekend
before final examinations.
Dead Week for this semester will
be starting Monday, December 7 to
Friday, December 11. And in the
spring, the week will be from Thurs
day, May 6 to Wednesday, May 12.
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National
News
Briefs
Selected & Edited by Jeff Wickliffe
WASHINGTON — A Senate Judiciary subcommittee opened hearings Oc
tober 5 on constitutional amendments to prohibit abortion, which has taken
the lives of more than 10 million unborn babies since a Supreme Court
decision of January 22, 1973. legalized abortion during the nine months of
pregr.tncy. Senator Orrin Hatch (R-Utah) has introduced the latest in a
long list of proposals intended to amend the Constitution to protect the lives
of the unborn from the slaughter of abortion. Known as Senate Joint
Resolution 110 the text of the amendment reads: "A right to abortion is not
secured by the Constitution. The Congress and the several states have the
concurrent power to restrict and prohibit abortion; provided, that a law of a
State which is more restrictive than a law of Congress shall govern."
Debating the issue were legal scholars Lawrence H. Tribe of Harvard and
John T. Noonan of the University of California. "That pregnancy in an
ideal world would never be unwelcomed, and no child ever unwanted,
states a dream — but not yet a reality," said Tribe. "Rewriting the constitu
tion, many will sadly conclude, could not make that dream come true."
Noonan countered: "Sexuality may be private, reproduction may be
private, but the taking of the life of an unborn cannot be private. It is a social
act. Multiplied one million times a year, it is a social act amounting to
atrocity."
WASHINGTON — President Reagan announced several steps to revive
the nuclear power industry, including lifting a bar on commercial recycling
of spent nuclear fuel and speeding up the licensing process for new nuclear
plants so they could be build in six to eight years instead of the 10 to 14
years the process now takes. In addition to the steps already mentioned,
the President also orders various Federal agencies to proceed with the
Clinch River Breeder Reactor in Tennessee, asks for a study of the feasibili
ty of obtaining plutonium through competitive procurement instead of rely
ing solely on government-owned facilities, and urges swift construction of
disposal sites for radio-active waste.
WASHINGTON — State Department officials accuse the Soviet Union of
using forgery, disinformation, and blackmail "to discredit and weaken the
U.S. and other nations." In a four-page report, the officials say that "the ap
proaches used by Moscow include control of the press in foreign countries;
outright and partial forgery of documents; use of rumors, insinuation,
altered facts, and lies; use of international and local front organizations;
clandestine operation of radio stations; exploitation of a nation's academic,
political, economic, and media figures as collaborators to influence policies
of the nation." They say that two current cases of Soviet disinformation in
volve the campaigns against U.S. deployment of neutron warheads in
Europe and plans to modernize Western Europe's nuclear missile arsenal,
but add that "not all opposition" to these programs is Soviet inspired.
NATION — From an article in Walter Scott's "Personality Parade" in
Parade magazine for August 30, 1981: Q. Who was the greatest mass
murderer of all times — Hitler, Mao or Stalin?
— Earl E. Rice, Jr., Lebo, Kan.
A. No one knows for sure, but probably Adolf Hitler. His mass killings,
particularly of the Jews, have been documented. Stalin's and Mao's mass
murders have not, largely because Western historians are not permitted
into the Soviet Union or the People's Republic of China for such research.
Correction: Mr. Rice, and all the readers of that report, were badly short
changed by Walter Scott. The mass killings of Mao and Stalin have been
thoroughly documented, and their number is many times greater than the
highest figure attrbuted to Hitler.
In October of 1970 the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee published
a Report entitled "The Human Cost of Soviet Communism." It was compil
ed by Robert Conquest, a leading British authority on the Community
World. His book The Great Terror is an exhaustive account of the purge
trials and mass executions carried out by Joseph Stalin. The report
discloses that as many as 21,500,000 people died under the Communits
regime up to the politically organized famine of the Thirties.
One year later the same Committee published a Report entitled "The
Human Cost of Communism in China." This study was largely the work of
Dr. Richard L. Walker, and James F. Byrnes, professor of International
Relations and Director, Institute of International Studies at the University of
South Carolina. Those studies revealed that from the first civil war begin
ning in 1927 to the deaths in forced labor camps (roughly the 60's, early
70's) estimates ranged from 34,300,000 to 62,534,000 deaths. Those
studies were updated two years ago when the Foreign Affairs Research In
stitute of London published a document entitled: "The Current Death Toll
of International Communism." The document concludes: "Allowing for
overlap in several earlier figures, it seems established that the premature
deaths — from execution, man-made famine, imprisonment, deportation,
slave labor, civil and international warfare — could not be lower than 70
million and must number at some point up to twice that conservative
minimum . . . Several publications have endorsed a French study which,
if an excessive estimate of Soviet deaths from 1959 to 1979 is subtracted,
reaches a fairly comprehensive sum of 139,917,000 . . . The disap
pearance of millions may seem like a mere statistic, but for every individual
concerned, it was tragedy."
"Why does Parade magazine cloud horror of such dimensions by sug
gesting that no reputable studies exist? It is outrageous that Walter Scott (a
pen name of Lloyd Shearer) would so airily dismiss the mountains of
evidence. By doing so he provides grist for the propaganda mills of those in
our government who wish to continue aid and trade with the greatest mass
murders in human history."

Letters To The Editor
Staffer
Speaks
Letter to the Editor(s):
1 have mixed feelings of disap
pointment and embarrassment
regarding one aspect of the Vista. As
a starting staff reporter, 1 feel
somehow responsible for the Vista
and its contents. Like Sandy
Sanderson, 1 have many complaints
about the Vista as is necessary for
improvement in any newspaper.
However, I feel that the proper place
for my critiques belong in a meeting
between myself and members of the
staff They do not in the newspaper
as this type of "grievance" is inap
propriate of any journalist. 1 was
shocked to see the "article" written
by Sandy Sanderson in the October
22 issue regarding his resignation.
Yes, it is important to keep the stu
dent body informed of the activities
and problems concerning the Vista,
however, 1 see a type of soap opera
forming with the Vista affairs. (I'm
referring as well to the lengthy article
about the editor conflicts featured
earlier this year).
Lacking journalistic style, Sander
son may have formed a letter to the
editor which would not require him
to quote himself (very poor) nor
editorialize a news (?) article.
So that this spurt of opinions isn't
dragged out to contradict my initial
complaint, I'd like to discourage fur
ther "articles" of this sort. On the
other hand, encouragement of letter
to the editor should continue as I see
a strong and positive force in this
area of the newspaper.
Respectfully Submitted,
Emily M. Schell

Director
Deserves
Credit

Dear Editor, (esp. Entertainment):
Throughout the semester, I have
noticed quite a few (too many, in my
opinion) editorials correcting staff
writers for failing to record facts ac
curately. It's getting a little tiresome
and, in tis case, defeating. Why even

try anymore?! Last week I turned in a
purely informative article regarding
the Vincent Price Film Festiual.
only to see it appear in the Thursday
issue totally screwed up!!!! Who
wrote that inaccurate and inap
propriate intro paragraph, stating
that the Price event was sponsored
by speaker's bureau?? They had on
ly to read the first sentence of my ar
ticle to see that Cultural Arts and
Film Forum are the sponsors. Also,
why the new title? I kinda liked
mine!! I din't turn it in so that it could
become a subtitle to an ill-informed
and anonymous journalist's addi
tion. I appreciate the news cov erage
(God knows we need it). But if this
continues, I think I'll skip it next
time.
Thanks, Michele Burgess
Cultural Arts Director

Editors
Reply
Dear Ms. Burgess:
We don't believe the VISTA's
record of accuracy is as desperate as
you describe it to be. Retractions
have occurred only twice in seven
issues. One concerned "Grec Nam
ed Resident Director" and the other
was "Students active in Nursing Pro
gram," both of which appeared in
the October 8th issue. Anything else
that has appeared on page 2 has
been purely opinion.
If the Vincent Price article was, as
you put it, "Totally Screwed Up.!!!
then it was the responsibility of the
Editors and Public Relations. The in
troductory paragraph discussed
primarily Price's background as an
actor, which we believed was impor
tant and interesting. Your article did
not present this information. This
paragraph was submitted by the
Public Relations office, who have
been exceptionally accurate in the
past.
In the case of Price, they did fail to
mention that Cultural Arts was cosponsor of the event. However, you
Ms. Burgess, also failed to mention
that Speaker's Bureau is a cosponsor. Whether Speaker's Bureau
supplies manpower or not, the fact
that this organization is supplying
half of the needed $6,000 required

for price earns them the right to be
acknowledged. Without this addi
tional assistance, you would have
been unable to have him at all.
Your concluding lines, Ms.
Burgess, make us wonder if you ap
preciate our services or not. The
only inaccuracies that you list in your
letter concern titles and credits. For
this, we apologize.
Thanks. The Editors

Williams,
Spirit
Upheld
Dear Editors:
This is directed to "the disap
pointed student:" Do you go to
school at LaVerne? I saw plenty of
team encouragement on the
sidelines, as I have at every home
game thus far. And I do believe that
the purpose of a noisy crowd is for
player motivation, not the other way
around.
What I find even more appalling,
though is the allegation that Coach
Williams is a jerk. You better believe
that myself and many other people,
including many of the players, find
that you made an uncalled for the infounded cheap shot. His loyalty and
dedication to the people of this
university for these past years speak
for themselves. And lastly, I'm not
afraid to put my name on the line.
Mark Vitali

Spanis
Wanted
Back

Dear Editors:
I would like to comment on the
performance of the U.S.D. pep
band at the Azusa-Pacific football
game. Ug!! I got the impression that
they didn't even care. Dr. Spanis,
where were you?! Without your
leadership and knowledge that band
just doesn't swing. Get back into the
leadership position. Your too good
to play second fiddle (or sax) to
anyone.
Thanks, Torero Fan II

COMMENTARY

America: The Guardian Of Freedom
For the past 20 years left-wing
radicals have been telling us that
America is an evil military giant bent
on imperializing the world. That
America is the land of death and
taxes and that we should no longer
guard the gates of freedom. This
anti-American minority attitude
permeates the ranks of politicians
and professors throughout the coun
try, and they in turn pass it on to
"vulnerable long-hairs" who seek to
recreate the treasonous schizophren
ia of the 60s and early 70.
In 1972 these anti-American fac
tions were smashed by Presient Nix
on's landslide victory. Following this
defeat they led a left-wing assault
against the President of the U.S. and
with the help of radicals in the
Democratic Congress they over
threw him. In 1975 this left-wing
Congress cut off funds for South
Vietnam; shortly after, Soviet tanks
rolled through Saigon, and since
then 2 million people have been ex
terminated. These events were a
severe blow to those who blindly
dared to call the President of the
U.S. a fascist, and the irony is that
50,000 brave American freedom
fighters died in vain.
These same anti-American radi
cals presently teach in our schools
and universities and they prey upon
the minds of those eager to learn.
However, they do not teach their
students that these are the exact
views of the Soviet Union and it's
worldwide network of puppets.
They ignore the fact that the Soviet's

arms buildup in the history of man,
and that Soviet inspired turmoil is
purvasive throughout the world.
They ignore the fact that every
Soviet leader has encouraged a oneworld Soviet government, and that
with each expansionist thrust the
U.S. has been their stumbling block.
They criticize U.S. military posture
and ignore the fact that "world
domination" is inherent within
Soviet ideology.
It is not logical for the U.S. to
maintain an effective deterrent
force? In the 1970s "15% of Soviet
GNP was devoted to arms supply
while 1980 estimates show it to be

20%." By contrast the U.S. defense
budget declined from "9% of GNP
in 1968 to 5% in 1978." Is this
Soviet buildup strictly for defensive
purposes? To answer this question
one need only look at a world map;
Soviet arms supply is directly related
to Soviet imperialism.
Therefore the U.S. as the
historical leader of the free world
must remain strong enough to con
tain this threat. As President Ken
nedy once remarked:

"We are the keystone in the arch
of freedom and I think we will con
tinue to do as we have done in the
past, our duty . . . "

vim
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Campus Not@S
More drinking on campus Halloween T.G. Sponsored by 91X at the
Sports Center Friday at 3. Yes. Virginia, pizza a la Square Pan will be serv
ed, but be in costume!
Attention all SOPHOMORES, class Bar-b-que this Sunday. November
1 at 1:00. Bonita Cove, Mission Bay across from the Bahia Hotel. Come
join the fun and show your class spirit! Any further questions call Erin
OToole 296-3538 or Tim Beaulieu 488-4784.
Also anyone interested in helping build our class float for Homecoming
please contact Tim or Erin ASAP
The United States men's national volleyball team will play the
Brazilian national team Wednesday, November 4, 7:30 at U.C. San Diego.
Student tickets are available in the Sports Center Office. See John Martin
for tickets or information.
The USD Arts Department presents When Shakespeare's Ladies Meet
this Sunday, November 1 at 2:00 p.m. and Monday, November 2 at 8:00
p.m. in Camino Theatre.
The play is written by William George, and is the first attempt at directing
for Senior, Robin Phelan. The plot revolves around five of Mr
Shakespeare's ladies giving the immature Juliet, played by Charlie Greco,
advice on marriage to Romeo.
The cast includes: Hilary Schmidt, Katherine; Krissy Long, Portia; Linda
Roberts, Ophelia; Tess Delano, Cleopatra.
Also with this one act is an undisclosed staged reading, and possibly ex
cerpts from the upcoming opera production, The Marriage of Figero.
Tickets are available at the door for a $1.00 donation.
The Zeta Tau Alpha's Fraternity Pledge Program is rapidly expand
ing. Four new pledged have been added since the September 21 pledging,
giving Zeta a total of eleven pledges this semester! The new girls to accept
Zeta are, Jean Baaden, Clare D'Agostino, Susan Geis and Johnna
Matranga.
A new feature of this year's pledge class is the election of officers within
the group. Elected as President is, Sheila Newell, Vice President is, Clare
D'Agostino, and Secretary/Treasurer is Michelle Willet. Congratulations
Pledge Class Officers!
/

Charger Party! Commuters in Action (CIA), the Residents Activity Board
(RAB), and the ASB invites everyone FREE to Big Screen Action! Watch
San Diego pulverize Kansas City, live on big screen TV in DeSales, Sun
day, November 1 at 1:00 p.m. Come cheer on your favorite team, which
ever it may be! Fresh popped popcorn and refreshments will be sold at the
game.
January Intersesslon Financial Aid. Applications for January Intersession financial aid will be available on Monday, November 2nd, in the Finan
cial Aid Office. While the priority deadline for returning the application is
November 23rd, applications will be processed on a first-come, first-served
basis until available funds are exhausted. In order to qualify for additional
financial aid for the Intersession, students must have a complete Student
Aid Application for California (SAAC) form already on file in the Financial
Aid Office and be enrolled in an Intersession class.
Valley R.A.'s sponsor the Second Annual Halloween Party and
Pumpkin Carving Contest tonight, October 29 beginning at 8 p.m.
Each R.A. is sponsoring a pumpkin carving team; signup sheets are in the
Crossroads. Be on hand for refreshments, contests, prizes and lots of fun. 8
p.m. in the Crossroads. Be there.
American Werewolf in London, Thursday, October 29th in Camino.
Time: TBA.
There will be an open meeting on Thursday, November 5, to discuss the
possible addition of a mathematics competency requirement and/or a com
puter science requirement to the General Education requirements. The
meeting will be held from 12 noon to 1:15p.m. inH106and is sponsored
by the Subcommittee on Basic Skills of the General Education Committee.
Everyone is welcome.
Halloween Treat Sale!!! On Friday, October 30, the University Chorus
will be holding a sale in front of Serra from 8:00 a. m to 12:00 nogn. Treats
will include popcorn balls, carmel apples, and Halloween candies.
Freshmen Senators Office Hours: John Napoleon: Tuesday,
9:45-11:15. Wednesday, 12:00-2:30. Thursday, 10:00-11:00. Johnna
Matranga: Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 11:30-1:15. Tuesday and
Thursday, 9:30-11:00.
Vincent Price, actor, lecturer, author, haute cuisine, will speak at the
University of San Diego on "The Villain Still Pursues Me," on November 5,
in Camino Theater at 8:00 p.m. Mr. Price will be available on November 5
for a new Conference at 4:45 p.m. at Bordeaux Room, Westgate Hotel.
Press identification required.

RESUMES
Personalized, Reasonable Rates
Call Viviana Consoli, Resumes Etc.

584-8444
COUNSELING REFERRAL SERVICE
An association of established licensed Psychiatrists. Psy
chologists and Counselors with specialities in the following
areas

Exam Concentration
Memory Acceleration
Relationships & Law School
Stress Reduction
Anxiety Reduction
Hypnosis
Jogging Therapy
Weight Control
Couples & Family
Call for information and referral

296-6686

Student rates available
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wh°
by Catey Hurley
Columbus did not discover
America ... the Chinese did. No
one would blame you for not accep
ting this theory without evidence.
But according to Dr James Moriarty
of the History Department here at
USD. evidence for this theory will
soon be available in full.
Several years ago. Dr. Moriarty,
whose special interest is in sub
marine archeology, just happened to
be in the right place at the right time
to witness the discovery of
severalstone anchors off the coast of
Palos Verdes. The stone itself is like
nothing found on the California
coast, and with research. Dr. Moriar
ty has put forth the hypothesis that
these ancient stone anchors are of
Asian origin.
Theories cannot be made without
evidence, and in order to prove this
theory. Dr. Moriarty and his co
worker, Harry J. Pierson, a USD
graduate student, must satisfy some
pretty rigid criteria. First, they must
have an artifact as evidence that ore
culture did indeed contact another.
This they have in the stone anchors.
Second, they must demonstrate
that such contact between cultures
was indeed possible in the given time
period. Dr. Moriarty and Mr. Pierson
have proven conclusively that Asian
vessels of the ancient time period
concerned, did indeed carry stone
anchors of the type discovered off
the California Coast.
Finally, Moriarty and Pierson must
prove that these stone anchors are
older than all previously found ar
tifacts. This would prove that this
civilization arrived before the others.
In this respect, Dr. Moriarty and Mr.
Pierson are awaiting final word from
China as to the age, as well as the
source of the stone, in the anchors.
This final evidence will be several
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Discovered America?

Prof. Dr. James Moriarty (Photq by Mark Ryland).

months in coming as the process
which determines this information
requires the delifcate process of bor
ing the anchor's numerous layers of
magnesium built up during the
thousands of years under the sea.
Though he cannot base his theory
that the Chinese were the first peo
ple to set foot in America, certain
Chinese legends referring to voyages
destined for this continent provide
added encouragement to Dr.
Moriarty and Mr. Pierson.
If Moriarty and Pierson are correct
in their assumption of a multitude of
new areas of study will be opened up
in art, literature, and of course,
World and American History.

Already, definite Asian influences
have been observed in several South
American Cultures, and theoretical
ly, if Dr. Moriarty's hypothesis will
succeed in proving such theories, it
will have.
Dr. Moriarty is not concerned
about the outcome of his research.
He feels relativelt sure he is correct in
his assumptions because the weight
in evidence in support of this theory
is so great. Moriarty and Pierson
have found great excitement in their
researching and if they -.e proved
correct and the Chinese really did
discover America, they will have
opened up entirely new and exciting
adventures of study, for themselves
and others.

Midterms: The Storm Is Over
by Tom Paskowitz
For those of us who haven't
recovered yet, and for those who
think they have but aren't quite sure;
it may be of interest to note that we
are moving into the month of
November. No kidding, Right? Well
within the rigors of college life, sim
ple things like this Gan be easily
forgotten. And when these rigors in
clude Midterm Exams, we might also
forget: what day it is., where we live,
and what our name is!
But since we are moving into
November, it can be safely assumed
that Midterms are officially over and
now we'll begin to remember all
those silly little things we forgot. Now
to someone who hasn't attended
college, what I've just said might
seem to be definitely unbelievable.
But to most of us, it was definitely
reality and something that we must
now concentrate on trying to forget.
Possibly Midterms wouldn't seem
so bad if we could all rest assured
that they really meant something. I
mean if 1 knew that three quarters of
my grade, or even half of it, rested
on a midterm exam, studying until I
forgot where I lived wouldn't seem
so far fetched. But the problem here
is that in most cases Midterm Exams
don't account for three quarters or
one half of our grade, and even if
they did, the justification for having
four or five in one week is nowhere
to be found.
It would appear I'm afraid, that
long ago and far away, some wise
and wealthy trustee came up with an
idea for letting parents know how
well their money was being spent
about halfway through the semester.
And what better way to show them
than sending home grades on their
children. Up to here everything
seemed perfect. The only problem
was that no one had the slightest
idea of what the students' grades
were. And so. . . the ridaculous in
vention of Midterm Exams.
Some might argue that I'm being a
little EXTREME in my theory of the
invention of Midterms. Well, for
those of you who feel that way, I
have open ears for an explanation of
four or even five tests in one week. I
would really like to know how this is

a benefit to the student (that's the is something wrong with Midterms,
same one who can't remember his we can surely find something wrong
name), the teacher (who must now with finals, and in the process find
forget about preparing his lecture so something wrong with the entire
he can grade 450 exams which he testing and grading procedure. It
had to throw together in one after would appear that amoung the in
noon), the parent (who is having a terested parties, i.e. students,
nervous breakdown because he parents, and teachers, there is a bla
thinks his son Johnny has become a tant conflict of interests; and indeed
drug addict: How else would you ex there is. On the one hand, we have
plain five C's!!) Yes, I would really our teachers, whom are only con
like to hear who is benefitting from cerned with the educational aspect
this delightful adventure into the of school. That is, making sure we
Twilight Zone.
(Continued on Page 5)
Obviously, if we believe that there
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Question
Oi The Week

October 29, 1981 — Vista

by Matt Piaelli

Born To Run

Have you ever had a
supernatural experience?

Barbara Rapp

Jim Zakowicz

Jeanne Russo

Senior
Business Administration
"I never had a supernatural ex
perience, but I could lay some bull
shit on you."
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CLASSIC ROCK ALBUMS

was crucial to Springsteen's sound,
For Bruce Springsteen, Bom To because they professionalized it
Run was the album that catapulted without losing it's essential spirit.
Photos by Mark Ryland
him to the elite group of Rock and
Question by Gina Arcaro
The main reason for the delay was
Roll's best. It placed him at the top of Springsteen's search for perfection.
the list of the people who best ex Unlike most delayed sessions, the
emplified the pure essence of Rock productions problems with Bom To
and Roll.
Run weren't a matter of trying to get
For the Rock company, the Pro things musically correct or of search
ducers, and his Fans it was a long ing for the right song. The task was
time coming Most people thought lengthy and arduous because Spr
that is was a psychological advan ingsteen had unleashed his drive for
Sophmore
tage to stall. Bom To Run was to be perfection; every note had to be
Springsteen's third and most signifi perfect, exactly what he intended
Business Administration
cant album yet. It was make-it-or- with no possibilities overlooked.
"1 once met a preson who looked
break-it time and the world was
Yet, when Born To Run came out
identical to me."
waiting The longer Springsteen in October 1975, it changed the face
could delay, the longer he could put of music, not in the sense of stylistic
off his day of reckoning. This, of breakthroughs, but through the
course, had some validity to it, but sense of Rock and Roll vitality.
the fact still remained that Spring Rather than delving directly into
steen was not so quick to put his blues or gospel or even early rock,
name on an album that was below he went for what he recalled of the
his standards.
forgotten, sometimes junky hit
He agonized for hours, sometimes singles he and his friends loved
for days, over details some thought when they were kids. Springsteen's
were irrelevant. He was essentially record recalled, and in a sense
marking time. CBS was unimpress redeemed, this important part of
Sophmore
ed by his rationale — like any big rock and roll. Part of the appeal of
Undeclared
corporation, it cared more at his big these brief successes is what they tell
gest selling than his best work. But the fans about themselves, people
"When I went on a Youth Encount
Columnia Records entered in 1975 who love the music as a secret world
er. They really give you a lot of
and this left Springsteen with only not easily discovered, and whose
heavy things to think about."
one priority — to get an album out. place in the music is confirmed
Prior to Bom To Run Springsteen through a memory that is more than
had lost his Keyboard player and nostalgic.
Drummer, yet in their place he had
Springsteen reminds us that
found people that conformed to his everyone has a shot at the top. And
talents. "Mighty" Max Weinberg had Born To Run takes us out there
experience being the drummer in pit among those whose shot has arched
bands on Broadway (the most nota off into the distance, beyond the
ble being "Godspell"). Weinberg possibility of recovery. For those
keyed the rhythm to Springsteen's whose dreams were crushed a long
physical and vocal movements, no time ago, possibly when they were
Junior
matter how unpredictable. In Roy bom, and now their lives center
Diversified Liberal Arts
Bittan, Springsteen found a real around girls with "ghosts in their
polished, professional piano player. eyes" and cars that "scream off into
"When I traveled to Portugal. It turn
The addition of Weinberg and Bittan
ed out to be more than I expected.
the night." "My early albums were
And I didn't think I could do if alone,
about being some place and what it
FOX THEATRE
but I did. It was the best experience I
was like there," said Bruce in an in
ever had, its really changed my atti
terview with Rolling Stones' Dave
tude towards people and helped in
Marsh, "Born To Run is about being
my religious outlook."
nowhere at all."

Bob McDonnell

-

Discover
Musical
Roots

"African United" is a show of
thrilling dimension as a company of
renowned musicians, singers, and
dancers trace the influence of
African rhythms on American music.
Over 10,000,000 slaves trans
ported this music to American
shores through the island port of
Goree, today a resort off the coast of
Dakar, Senegal.
"African United" is a true concert
experience that tugs at the soul.
Masters of the drum open with au
thentic tribal beats that served as the
communications network between
villages, and the basis for ceremonial
festivities.
Professor
From there "African United" takes
Religious Studies
off on a musical roller-coaster with
the hottest group on the music scene
"Yes. The problem is all of life is
today, Nubian Fire, who perform
supernatural. There is no more natu
their own original contemporary
ral life now that Christ has risen."
sounds, much as the Rolling Stones
and Bob Marley have done. Ulti
mately, Nubian Fire creates exciting
and powerful new sounds, many of
them never before heard on the
U.S. concert stage.
Further interpretation of this pro
gression of musical roots is choreo
graphed by the "African United"
dance troupe.
"African United" is appearing for
the first time in concert anywhere,
one night only, Thursday, Novem
ber 12, at the Fox Theatre. Curtain
8:30 p.m.
Tickets available at the Fox
Theatre Box Office and Ticketron
outlets. For charge tickets, call
235-4203. For information, call
280-1800.
Ticket prices: 12.50, 10.00 and
6.00.

The imagery is intense. Between
the "screen doors" and "giant Exxon
signs," between the towns that "rips
the bones from your back" to the
"lies that killed us and the truth that
ran us down," Springsteen makes us
wipe that phony smile off our faces
and forces us to take a good look at
ourselves.
Possibly the song that best reflects
the entire album's contents is
"Thunder Road." It runs into our
deepest fears.
"So you're scared and you're
thinkin'
That maybe we ain't that young
anymore."
It throws fear into us and gives us
a picture of someone we might
know. The lost and brokenhearted
lovers who gave it all and came away
with nothing.
"They haunt this dusty beach
road,
In the skelton frames of burned
out Chevrolets
They scream your name at night
in the street
Your graduation gown lies in rags
at their feet."
In "Jungleland" we find two
heroes, The Magic Rat and a bare
foot girl. At first this looks like an in
nocent romantic story but as it con
tinues we realize that this is not an
"innocent" story at all. They are be
ing chased (as everyone is in this
album) by maximum lawmen. After
a soul-searching sax solo by the in
credible Clarence Clemons we find
out that the Rat has been smashed to
the pavement, destroyed by his
dream, the girl inside turns off the
light. This is where Springsteen goes
in for the kill,
"They wind up wounded
not even dead
tonight, in Jungleland."
Born To Run changed Spring
steen's life. It raised him to the
heights that many of his early fans
felt he had reached before. His
potential had been acheived.

HALLOWEEN

Dr. Macy

Timothy Leary
Senior Psychology
"I took this pill from a friend that told
me it was a St. Josephs aspirin. And
when I sat down all these little green
men started climbing up my legs,
and flying pink elephants were all
around, and then with the irredescense of life itself, they turned in
to lizards, and the chief lizard
(through filtered states of cosmic
consciousness), intoned in a voice
Identical to Joe Laub's, "Will the
Program Board please come to
order.'"

The
Night

He

Come
Home!

IT IN HI

j

<|> R RESTRICTED

Cainino
Theatre

Friday,
October 30
7:00

Admission
50c
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Midterms

(Continued from Page 3)
learn something. On the other hand,
we have the parent, who is very con
cerned about grades, and last but
not least we have our student, who
after seeing assorted blonds, bru
nettes and red heads is not quite
sure what he's interested in (please
excuse the male perspective).
Anyway, anytime you have conflic
ting interests like these, you have a
problem. And although I can't define
a perfect solution to the problem as a
student, I have a right to say that
Midterm Exams are definitely NOT
the solution. They help no one. And
unless they account for at least half
your grade (which by the way is
what MID-term is supposed to im
ply) I can't believe students should
be subject to them.
Even if finals are more or less the
same treatment, at least we know
that its the end of the line and in a
few weeks we'll be able to see some
tangible results for our efforts.
For new students, it's easy to fall
into the traditional idea that the terri
fying experience will get easier as
you go on. I used to think the same
thing and I can safely say, "It
Doesn't." The closer 1 get to finishing
my major, the more pressure there is
to do well in class. This pressure
does wonders for me as I go through
my Monday classes listening to every
professor scheduling the Midterm for
the same day.

I don't know, maybe I'm being a
little too serious about all this. Maybe
Midterms really are beneficial.
Maybe they'll really prepare us for
what's ahead I mean, one of us
really could be picked to open the
next friendly embassy in Iran? Or
how about a case study on vacation
ing in the South Bronx? One of us
might even star in the third version
of JAWS, only this time for superb
special effects, we'll use a real
shark!!! Ya know. Midterms are
beginning to look better already.

Christmas
Craft Fair
On December 11, the office of
Student Affairs, in conjunction with
the Commuter Club and Bacchus,
will be holding a Christmas Craft
Fair. It will be held in the American
Parlor, Multi-Purpose Room, and
the Founder's Foyer.
Local artisans who make hand
crafted items will be invited to par
ticipate in the Christmas Fair. USD
Students, staff, and faculty are also
encouraged to take part. The pur
pose of the fair is two-fold, a) it gives
students, staff, faculty and local ar
tisans the opportunity to display and
sell their arts and crafts, b) students,
faculty, and staff can brouse and buy
Christmas gifts which are handmade
in a pleasant atmosphere.

HOMECOMING
Bids on sale at Bookstore Box Office.
Presidio Florist is offering a 10% Discount
to USD students with ID card.
Parking at PSA lot. Free shuttles provided.
Maps available at bookstore on Tues. Nov. 3
Applications for Homecoming Queen and atten
dants available in ASB Office.

Kolar
Reveles
Performs
With USD
Orchestra
San Diego music lovers will have
the rare opportunity to hear the
music of Antonin Dvorak — his
eighth symphony — conducted by a
musical descendant of the great
master on Sunday, November 8,
when Dr. Henry Kolar appears with
the University of San Diego Or
chestra in concert program at the
Alcala Park campus.
Kolar. a professor of music at the
University, studied under a student
of Dvorak at the Conservatory of
Prague Kolar relates that he has "a
particular affinity for the eighth sym
phony for two reasons: it is perform
ed less frequently than the "New
World" symphony, and it brings to
mind the many personal anecdotes 1
heard about Dvorak when 1 was a
student in Prague."
Featuring performance of the pro
gram will be the appearance of Fr.
Nicolas Reveles as solo artist in the
Beethoven Piano Concerto No 1.
Reveles, well-known in San Diego
for his artistry, recently appeared in
recital in the San Diego Public
Library series and was described by
the critic from the San Diego Union
as a "serious and sensitive
musician."
The entire concert, which also in
cludes a performance of the Over
ture to Mozart's Marriage of Figaro,"
is being dedicated to the memory of
the late Dr. William Hart, member of
the USD Orchestra until his death
last year, and husband of Professor
Marjorie Hart who performs, with
Reveles and Kolar, in the Alcala
Trio, a chamber music group.

Remember, voting is Nov. 4 and 5.
PRESENT JUST AFTER
MIDNIGHT MOVIES

£ WIZARDS
' An epic fantasy
^ of pcan and nu(K.

4 Horror-lfic
Movies To Choose
From For Halloween
If this OIK
doesn't
scare yw ..
You're Already
in Dead!
^

PHANTASM
"A knock-your*socks
off, fantastically
frightening and
lusciously gory
monster movie."
LIFE MAGAZINE
Thursday (Oct. 29th)
8 p.m. In Camino Theatre
Admission: $1.00

AN
AMERICAN
WEREWOLF
IN LONDON
l*OLYC.R AM Pit 71 RtN PRESENTS

A 1.71 W r H R O P t EII.Ms LIMITtl) PRODECTJON
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New
Billing At
The Spirit
The Spirit is proud to announce
beginning on Tuesday, October
27th, the appearances of The
Monroes, plus The Magnets and
Sacewoe (formerly TheCrawdaddies) Moving on to Wednesday,
October 28th, on MCA records —
Joe "King" Carrasco and The
Clowns along with DFX2 and The
Paladins. It's Thursday, already,
with The Big City Blues Band and
Enuf plus Fig & The Bombers. Start
ing the weekend off on Friday. Oc
tober 30th, Girl Talk featuring
Lauralei, plus The Real Thing
Rhythm and Blues Revue featuring
Johnny Almond and the one and
only Cindy & The Sinners. Finishing
the weekend for you on Saturday,
our Halloween Party featuring from
Boston. Human Sexual Response
plus from L A., The Box-Boys, from
S.D., The Puppies and The Heard.
If further information or if pictures
are requested, please contact
Madalene at 276-3993.
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To San Diego
Entertainment
by Catey Hurley

MOVIES
Rocky HorTor is now showing at midnight at the Guild Theatre on 5th
Avenue on Fridays and Saturdays.
Shock Treatment is another bizarre film from the people who created
"Rocky Honor" is now playing in Parkway and UA Glasshouse 6, also on
Fridays and Saturday nights at midnight.
Halloween II, the sequal to the dassis horror film, opens this Friday at
Frontier Drive-In, UA Glasshouse 6 and University Towne Centre.
MUSIC
Jazz guitarish Peter Sprague will perform at 8 p.m. this Friday in the
Statford Studio Theatre in Del Mar
Andy Baker and the group Strange Daze will give a musical tribute to
the Doors this Friday at 8 and 10 p.m. in the Back Door Club at San
Diego State University.
PLAYS
The thriller "The United" will be performed at 8 p.m. on Fridays and
Saturdays until November 21st in the playhouse, 1531 Tyler Ave. The
play "The Elephant Man" will premiere at the San Diego Repertory
Theatre at 8 p.m. Wednesdays, with 2:30 p.m. matinees on November
1st and 8th in the Lyceum Theatre, 314 F Street.
SPORTS
The San Diego Clippers basketball team will open their season this
Saturday against Houston.
The San Diego Chargers will play the Kansas City Chiefs this Saturday
at the San Diego Stadium.

MOVIE REVIEW

Chrichton's "Looker"
by Paul Gordon
Director Michael Crichton's new
film, entitled "Looker," is a bizarre
and frightening look at the making of
TV commercials. The film tells the
story of a corporation which creates
the perfect commercial by taking
beautiful models, putting them on a
revolving platform, and scanning
them by computer. The resultant im
age is then regenerated artificially on
a video screen, with the computer
supplying life-like qualities to it.
Crichton's previous filmic ventures,
which include "The Andromeda
Strain," "Westworld," "The Ter
minal Man," "Coma" and "The
Great Train Robbery," have all
boasted the use of some extremely
unique and worthwhile special ef
fects; such is the case with his new
film, a talented display of wit and
genius.
The plot of "Looker" deals with
the fact that once the model's
dimensions are recorded, the ac
tresses themselves become expend
able, and are killed off by the Digital
Matrix corporation, headed by that
sinister villain actor, James Coburn.
Albert Finney is cast as a Beverly
Hills plastic surgeon who had per
formed cosmetic surgery on three of
the models who are murdered in the
film's introduction. Finney, of
course, is the lead suspect in
the police investigation.
There's a gun shaped device in
the film, still in Prototype form, that
fires a pulse of light which causes vic
tims to experience a complete loss of
their time sense. The only protection
is to wear mirrored glasses to deflect
the rays; hence the name 'looker'
gun. In one frenzied sequence of
"Looker," Albert Finney is zapped
by the looker gun, he looks out his
window, sees the midday sun, turns
away, looks back, and the sun has
shifted.
In another part of the film when
Finney searches through the Digital
Matrix Laboratory, he is shot by the
looker gun and becomes so dis

oriented that he can't see his adver
sary. A fight ensues, with Finney
battling an invisible man. Crichton's
special effects jolt the audience in
this part of the film. As Finney sear
ches through the laboratory, he
meets up with a computer robot
janitor who nearly throws him out
one of the windows.
"Looker" tries to communicate to
its audience that as commercials
become more expensive, and more
refined in their attempts to
manipulate audiences through visual
imagery, the time will come when it
will be impossible to use real actors.
In one interesting moment of the
film, Finney is shown computer
generated models and pupilary
scanning dvices used to detect
where the viewer of a TV commer
cial is actually looking; at the model,
instead of the product that is trying
to be sold. Other test subjects are
shown watching television screens
while their eye movements are
monitored. Crichton's use of the low
contrast filters while filming
"Looker." gives the film interesting
visual imagery.
Although "Looker" contains some
interesting moments, such as when a
shootout takes place on a video
stage while simultaneously actors are
being matted into the sets, or when
James Coburn is killed on set in front
of a mirror splattered with blood, the
film lacks screenplay and character
depth. The empty ineffective
characterizations are representative
of many of the newer American
films, alot of which have become
very expensive failures. The Fin
ney/Cobum combination falls apart
early into the film. "Looker" suffers
because of its dumb dialogue drowning out the message of how
technological achievements affect
the people who run the actual
machines themselves.
"Looker will be opening on Oc
tober 30th at the UA Glasshouse 6,
The University Towne Center, and
The Pacific Center 3 Cinemas.
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Homecoming Shared
With Parents

A familiar scene at Midterms.

(Photo by Mark Ryland)

Nursing CIA Director Colby
Lecture To Speak At USD

Virginia Henderson, distinguished
international lecturer and consultant,
will participate in a dialogue on
Wednesday, November 11, 1981
from 3:30-5:30 p.m. in the Muriel
Marsh Hahn Pavilion, Room 106,
Philip Y. Hahn School of Nursing.
The dialogue is sponsored and
funded by the Graduate and Under
graduate Nurses' Associations and
the U.S.D. Nurses' Honor Society.
Space is limited to the first 125
registrants. Persons who are in
terested in attending should contact
the School of Nursing no later than
October 30, 1981.
Henderson, the Dean of Ameri
can Nursing, is Research Associate
Emeritus, Yale University School of
Nursing. She will speak on such
issues as the future of nursing,
ethical responsibilities of nurses,
whether nurses should unionize, the
parameters of nursing practice, and
other timely issues of import to to
day's nurses. Questions from the au
dience will be encouraged.

William E. Colby, former director
Currently an attorney in the
of the Central Intelligence Agency, Washington office of Reid and
will appear in a public address at the Priest, specializing in international
University of San Diego, November legal matters, Colby is the author of
9 at 8 p.m., discussing "the turbulent numerous articles and has published
world around us and the ways in a book. Honorable Men: My Life in
which America must mobilize to de the CIA
fend itself."
In the course of his USD address,
His talk is sponsored by the USD Colby will discuss nuclear missiles,
Associated Student body. Tickets oil cartels, and religious militants.
will be sold at the door; admission is
$3.
Colby has spent his life in intelli
gence, from his earliest days para
chuting to French and Norwegian
resistance forces behind German lines
in World War II, to his service at CIA
director form 1973 to 1976. During
the intervening years, he served in
Stockholm, Rome, and Saigon and
as Chief of the Far East Division. He
returned to Vietman in 1968 to direct
American support of the pacification
program of the Government of South
Vietnam with personal rank of am
bassador In 1972 he was named ex
ecutive director and comptroller of
the CIA, and in 1973 became the
agency's director.

Parents of University of San Diego
students will attend Parents' Day,
Saturday, November 7 on the USD
campus The event, expected to at
tract some 500 parents from
throughout the United States, is
planned to coincide with the Univer
sity's Homecoming celebration.
Author E. Hughes, University
president, and Mr and Mrs Richard
Reilly of La Jolla, presidents of the
Parents Association board of direc
tors, will welcome guests at 10:00
a.m. in Camino Theatre.
"Its a great opportunity for parents
to show support — both for their son
or daughter and for the school,"
states Carol Reilly, -co-chairman
(along with her husband Richard
Reilly) of USD's Parents' Associa
tion "USD is a warm and caring
school and we're grateful for the
education our son is receiving
there."
Keynote speaker Dr. Kenneth
Blanchard will discuss "The Family
Game: a situational approach to ef
fective parenting." Blanchard is

noted for his work in counseling,
organization behavior, and effective
parenting. Blanchard. President of
Blanchard Training and Develop
ment, Inc., serves as professor of
Leadership and Organizational Be
havior at California American
University, Escondido, and at the
School of Education and Business
Administration, University of
Massachusetts, Amherst Blanchard
has been a consultant to numerous
corporations including Pitney
Bowes. Holiday Inns, Mobil Oil,
IBM, Xerox and others
The Homecoming football game,
starting at 2:00 p.m., will pit the
USD Toreros against Chapman Col
lege.
At 5:30 p.m., the liturgy will be
celebrated in Founders Chapel, with
the USD choir singing under the
direction of Father Nicolas Reveles
of the Fine Arts Department.
A western casino/dinner party, be
ginning at 6:30 p.m. in More Hall,
School of Law, includes games and
prizes. Western apparel is encouraged.

Buy Your

WHERE THE HELL IS USD?
Visors
On sale in front of Serra Hall
beginning on Oct. 28
$5.00 each
Assorted colors

THE WORLD
IS YOUR CAMPUS

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES
2601 Stockbroker's Assistant
— Involves clerical work, unskilled
posting of accounts, assisting the
stockbroker with various tasks, some
typing and stock research Will be
using an Apple computer Prefer a
junior or senior with financial
background Must be a non-smoker
with legible handwriting, and a car.
10 to 20 hrs/wk.. during the day
Pay rate is $3.50/hr
2815 Christmas Sales Help
Craft store in La Jolla has six open
ings for Christmas help. Position in
cludes customer service, cashiering
and stocking Prefer someone with
previous sales experience. Job starts
in late November Rate of pay is
$3.50/hr.
1834 T.A. Position — Would be
assisting teacher in 8th grade
classroom. Prefer someone who is
bilingual. Flexible schedule, 15
hrs/wk. M-F. $4.10/hr.

2804 Christmas Sales Help
La Jolla jewelry store has 1 opening
for Christmas sales help. Would be
starting in December. Involves
customer service and office work
Must have arithmetic ability and sales
experience is preferred. Schedule is
flexible 12 to 20 hrs/wk. Salary is
open depending on experience.
800 Gardener — Near USD
Would be mowing lawn, working in
garden, and various other gardening
tasks. Experience in gardening is
preferred. Flexible days and hours,
approx. 2 hrs per week. $5.00/hr.
For these and many other parttime jobs, stop by the Student
Employment Center in Sena Hall.
Room 320. Our office can assist you
in finding all types of jobs . . .
please stop by and give us a try. Our
hours are Mon. through Fri. from
8:30 to 5 p.m.

ARGSB RESEARCH grants to fund
undergraduate student research. Applications are
now available and will be considered with equal
weight until November 1 whereafter they will be
judged on a first come, first serve basis. If anyone
has any questions, please contact Laura Stanley in
the ASB office. Thank You.

Personals
The Yearbook will print it!
Only $1.00 per inch.
Contact yearbook office,
Serra R 106, Ext 4715

Two World itineraries are
offered in 1982, sponsored by
the University of Pittsburgh.
AROUND THE WORLD: sails March 4, 1982
from Ft. Lauderdale — Spain, Greece,
Egypt, Israel, India, Sri Lanka, Philippines,
Hong Kong, Taiwan, Korea, Japan.
AROUND THE WORLD: sails Sept. 8, 1982 from Seattle.
More than 60 university courses, with in-port and voyage-related emphasis. Faculty from
University of Pittsburgh and other leading universities, augmented by visiting area experts.
Optional tours, including special tours into the People's Republic of China, available.
Participation is open to qualified students from all accredited colleges and universities. Semester
at Sea admits students without regard to color, race or creed. The S.S. Universe is fully airconditioned, 18,000 tons, registered in Liberia and built in America,

For a free color brochure, write: Semester at Sea, UCIS, University of Pittsburgh,
Forbes Quadrangle, Pittsburgh, PA 15260, or call toll free (800) 854-0195 (in
California call (714) 771-6590).

Slide Presentation
Thursday, November 5
11:15 a.m.
Serra Hall 304
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SPORTS MINDER
Football
Univ. of San Francisco
Chapman College
Homecoming game
at St. Mary's College

Sat., Oct. 31
Sat., Nov. 7
Sat., Nov. 14

Sun., Nov.
Wed., Nov.
Nov., 6,7,8

Joe Henry sweeps around end for big gain. (Photo by Michael Fowlkes)

Senior Leadership
Torero Winning Spirit
The University of San Diego foot
ball team, coming off a resounding
27-6 victory over NAIA Division II
power Azusa-Pacific is now ranked
sixth nationally in the NCAA Divi
sion III polls.
"We told our players during train
ing camp that they could be as good
as they wanted to be, and that their
positive attitude and emotional
maturity has earned them the honor
of being recognized in the nation's
elite," stated Coach Bill Williams.
"We're especially pleased for our
four year seniors who developed our
winning attitude during their col
legiate career. (USD is now
guaranteed its third winning season
in the last four years.) On offense,
runningba'ck Joe Henry and wide
receiver Randy Reppenhagen, along
with tight end Mike Ledbetter have
given our younger players excellent
role models to emulate. Defensively,
linemen Dave Westhem and defen
sive backs Dan Herbert, Chuck
Pillon, and Chris Levine have all
brought our defense up to its current
high level performance. These
young men have had a positive in
put on our program and it's going to
be tough to say good-bye to them in
three games," Williams continued.

DIFFERENCE!
ENC

"We have two more games in
"The Pit," and I'm hopeful everyone
will turn out to give our outstanding
young people the support they
deserve. Both the University of San
Francisco and Chapman have very
physical football teams and our

crowd support is very important to
us. Our fans have made opponents
wary of "The Pit." Besides, its fun to
get involved with a tern representing
you, the student body, with their ef
forts on the football field," Williams
concluded.

1
4

Frt., Oct. 30
Sat., Oct. 31
Sat., Nov. 7
Wed., Nov. 11
Fri., Nov. 13
Sat., Nov. 14

Sat., Oct. 31
Sat., Nov.

7

7:30 pm
2:00 pm
1:30 pm

Soccer
Univ. Las Vegas of Nevada
at U.S.I.U.
West Coast Athletic Tournament

2:00 pm
3:30 pm
away

Women's Volleyball
U.S.I.U.
at Cal Poly Pomona
at U.C.S.D.
U.S.I.U.
at U.C.S B
at Cal Poly San Luis Obispo

7:30 pm
7:30 pm
7:30 pm
7:30 pm
7:30 pm
7:30 pm

Mens/Womens Cross Country
Women at Cal Lutheran
Men Off
Men's Conference Meet
at St. Mary's

Sat., Nov. 7
Frt., Nov. 13

Women's Swimming
San Diego Relays at USD
UC Riverside

10:00 am
4:00 pm

out
141 st

TEAR /a
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EDUCATIONAL
CENTER
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 193»

Visit Any Center
And See For Yourself
Why We Mike The Difference
Call Days, Eves & Weekends

NEW CPA
San Diego Center
2180 Garnet
Pacific Beach
(714) 270-6810
For Information About
Other Centers In More Than
80 Maior U.S. Cities & Abroad
Outside N.Y. State

CALL TOLL FREE

800-223-1782

Pacific Telephone is the company
of tomorrow reaching out for
your expertise today. As an
innovator in the thriving
telecommunications industry,
we are turning the future into
an exciting place to be.
In order to meet the challenges
of the future, we are seeking
highly qualified graduates who
are able to undertake the
responsibilities of management
(often supervisory) positions.
We have set demanding standards
because we feel the career
opportunities we have to offer
are unequalled by any other
company. To qualify, you will
have graduated in the top half
of your class (preferably with

a technical degree), and have
demonstrated successful
leadership experience.
In addition, exceptional graduates
may be eligible for ouraccelerated
manager development program.

To qualify for this rigorous
program, you will have graduated
in the top quarter of your class
and have demonstrated significant
leadership experience, either on
campus, in the community or
on a job.
Our salaries are competitive and
we offer an outstanding benefits
package.

THE FUTURE IS HERE.

At Pacific Telephone, the future
is here ... If you want to make it
yours, either sign up for an
on-campus interview on
November 6

Pacific Telephone

or leave your resume at the Career
Planning and Placement Center.
Equal opportunity employer.
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Personals
Tom P. one day when the dark
ness lifts and the frightened in their
comers still cower then we will be at
the end of our wits because it will be
our darkest hours. Anthony M.
Ghost
*60, Ogie, We think your the
greatest! Keep making those sacks
. . . YA Baby!
*88, Ledby, That one-handed
catch was pretty impressive! luv WW
*18, You have done a GREAT
job this year . . . Keep up the
catches! Your fan club
Anita — Don't tell anyone but
you've been given honorary
membership in Grapevine Com
munications. Remember our motto
— "If it's not worth distorting, it's not
worth repeating." The Head Grape
TO THE GORDIN1 TURBO:
Hang in their guy, the worst is over.
Just wait 'til our next lobster run.
Maybe next time we'll really get ar
rested. The Hamster Man
Luis, My message didn't get to
you last week. I've felt so depressed
this whole week. Help me honey, 1
can't keep my feelings bottled up
much longer. 1 Love You, Linda B.
Tom Mc. and Steve R. BOWL
ING BALL . . . Thanks for being
on our team, you were great! Two of
the jerks.
Grills Do you really want to be an
auditor? Pances
AXMAN It's said that the bigger
the ax the better the swing but
against my chainsaw it can't do a
thing. Lumberjack
Dear Mount Laguna, Sure, we
have open containers in here, and a
lot of full ones to . . . Don't let your
babies grow up to be cowboys . . .
Did you know that Dorothy's red
ruby shoes sold for $25,000? . . .
So what's all that got to do with the
price of butter?... Let's do it again,
Shroom Eyes
B.K. and K.T., Who was it that
said life's boring? I know it wasn't
one of us. Have a Happy Birthday
and who knows what will" happen
this Friday!!!! From across the hall
Roxanne & Tanya, dancing on
tables? Who's Bruce? What charges?

Can 1 have two cold ones? Demen
tia. D.
TRAE B210, Thank you. Happy
Halloween! Love Michael
Monty Pythons, Let's win one for
the gipper. Monte
One-A: What do these words
mean to you? Wrestling, sick, ice,
disposable, backpacks, darkness,
what ever become of, 1 want to keep
my nose. Nomad
Mikey — Don't get so mad at us
till the time! GEEZ! OK, I'm off to
"deliver" your paper. .
GNM: Sorry about the Bronco
loss! (tee-hee) . . . Why are you
sooo obnoxious?? I hate sand, you
know. Must be that childhood you
never had. Thanx for the ride-my
leg's better Love, the REAL
Charger Fan
Is anyone up to another trip to
Rosarito Beach for lobster????
Georgie Porgie — Thanks for the
directions, but 1 couldn't make it to
your taco stand — maybe someday
. . . sorry about "The Boss," but
like I said: Darlene made me write it
(didn't think you'd be so upset). No
hard feelings? The Kid
*17, Great game last Saturday
Night! Looks like our prayers
worked...
Corkie — Avoid horizontal rumble
with Wog or you'll need a foghorn.
Je ne sais quoi to do about Molly.
What do I do if UL asks me to
Homecoming? He's totall an NTB.
Luv, Bitsy
Lauren, Judy, and Elise: Sleep
lightly you three. Your big sisters are
still unavenged, but not for long!
Bitsy: I was on the verge of suicide
this weekend. Please don't leave me
alone like that again. It, Corkie
To the 14 Rosarito rough riders.
Thanks for sticking by. You
somehow kept a little fun fun in the
night. The Gordini
Hope — You deserve one very
best. Now go out and get it! I love
you kiddo. Mother. P S. I'm really
going to miss you . . .
*33, Happy Birthday Babs! Were
talking the big leagues now with the
big 20 . . .

TYPING — fast, accurate and
reasonable rates. No job too
large or too small.
Call JoAnn

WHEN YOU BUY BRONSON VITAMINS
AT THESE CALIFORNIA COLLEGE STORES

University Of Catatonia
at Berkeley
University of Catatonia
at Davis
at San Chego La JoOa Catatonia
University of Catatonia
at Santa Cruz
University of Southern Catatonia
Los Angeles California
University of Santa Clara
Santa Clara Catatonia
University of San Diego
San Diego California
San Francisco State University
San Francisco Catatonia
HumbokJt State University
Areata. California
Stanford University
Stanford. California
San Diego State University
San Diego Catatonia

YOU GET A GOOD RUN
FOR YOUR MONEY

Pepperdine University
Matabu. California
El Camino College
Torrance. California
San Diego City College
San Diego. California

Saturday, November 7, 1981
Los Angeles Zoo
Griffith Park
Los Angeles, California
Starting Time: 8:00 a.m.

Southwestern College
Chuia Vista. California
San Diego Mesa College
San Diego California
Los Angeles Valley College
Van Nuys. California
Grossmont College
San Diego California
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On Saturday, November 7th, Bronson
will sponsor a 10 Kilometer run at the
Los Angeles Zoo. The L.A. Zoo is
located in beautiful Griffith Park, a
Runners World Selection, as one of the
premier running courses in the
United States.

Azusa Pacific College
Azusa. California
Point Loma College
San Diego. California
California State Polytechnical
University. Pomona. California

The LAZOO RUN will be held on a
very fast (net elevation drop) certified
course sanctioned by SPA/TAC.
Sixty, awards will be given to top
finishers, plus drawings for prizes and
merchandise. Immediately following
the awards presentation, Dr. Linus
Pauling, 3 two time Nobel Prize
Laureate, will be the featured guest
speaker. All proceeds from the
LAZOO RUN will go to benefit The

University of California
at Los Angeles
University of California
at Riverside
California State University
at Fullerton
California State University
at Hayward
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena. California

Linus Pauling Institute of Science
and Medicine.

California State College
San Bernardino

%

*

The deadline for pre registration is
October 31st. Seven dollars for
T-Shirt and run, five dollars for
T-Shirt only, and three dollars for
the run only. Results will be
mailed to ail registered runners.

For entry forms and more information,
write to Ed Filzjarrell, Race Director,
P.O. Box 745, La Canada, CA 91011,
or call Bronson Pharmaceuticals at
(213) 790-2646, ext. 18.

FLY MARINE AIR JUNIORS

276-0614

ANNOUNCING
die

OPENING
4

'a/

t

Viruy

PIZZA — FISHETTE — SANDWICHES

4104 Ashton Street and Morena Blvd.
San Diego, CA

Tel: 275-0321

O P E N D A I L Y • 11:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.

FOOD TO GO
ALL OUR FOOD IS PREPARED BY
EXPERIENCED PERSONS
DAILY FRESH BREAD & PRODUCE

10% Discount to USD Students

FREE DELIVERY AFTER 4:00 p.m.
WITH A RADIUS OF 3 MILES AND A MINIMUM ORDER
PUT OUR MENU IN YOUR LUNCH BAG & STOP BY TO SEE US

The Marine Corps is looking for officer applicants for
Air, Ground and Law Programs

Flight Guarantee
No ROTC

• Drop Out Option
• Paid Summer Training

For more information call 293-5073
or see your Marine Representative on campus.
Limited openings are available for
Freshmen, Sophomores and Seniors.

